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welcome all

contents

For the uninitiated we specialise in taking totally natural, informal and fun 
photographs of children and indeed whole families in their own home or 
garden, wherever they may live in the UK.

Really exciting times here at Richard Greenly Photography and Locketts. 
Firstly the appetite to spend in the UK is slowly returning, which is great for 
small businesses like ours. Secondly and much more importantly our eldest 
son Tom(27) has decided to forgo his career as an engineer and  join the 
family business. Every parent’s dream? We will see!!

This year even though VAT went up again, we have kept the sittings fees at 
the same price as last year. 

want to pay less?
The results of a Richard Greenly sitting will last a lifetime and give pleasure 
for a lifetime and now we are offering a reduction of up to a £178.00 on your 
sitting fee if you do a little of our work for us. See page 7 and 22 for details. It 
will be the easiest £178 you will have ever saved.

digitizing our old negatives
Our negative archives are vast and contain every photo we have taken since 
the business started in 1981. It is now possible to digitize these negatives and 
make them available to you for viewing on computers and TV screens. If 
you have had sittings between 1981 and 2000 and would like the negatives 
digitized, please see our website for full details or give us a call.

All prices in this brochure include VAT.
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at home 
sittings
These sittings take place in your 
home and garden, wherever you 
live in the UK. This is the ideal 
place to get the very best out of 
your family.

Sittings are very informal affairs, 
full of fun and entertainment. 
Do not fear, your children will 
enjoy it and they will perform.

During a sitting I take at least 
30 individuals of each child, 
all children together and some 
family groups. 

A sitting for a family of 3 
children normally takes 2½ 
hours and produces about 150 
proofs which can be supplied in 
black and white or colour.

Clothing is entirely your  
choice, I am very happy to  
advise where necessary. 

I visit most counties in the 
country twice a year. See my  
tour dates on page 22.

One does not need the sun to 
take first class photos. In the 
event of very wet weather, we 
continue inside or wait it out.
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Sitting fee explained
The sitting fee is worked out on the number of people to be 
photographed individually. It covers one family and includes 
30 individual shots of each child, various group shots of  all 
children and some complete family groupings.

Individual sitters in addition to four are charged at £60.00 
each. This includes parents who want individual portraits of 
themselves.

Our sitting fee includes a 10x8 inch mounted and signed 
photograph of each individual sitter.

There are masses of modern and interesting products 
available from the results of an “at home” sitting. See pages 
16 to 20.

Bookings
If you would like a sitting this year please call us soonest as 
these tours take some months to organise and the earlier you 
let us know you are interested the more likely you are to get a 
date that suits you. Go to page 22 for our tour dates for 2010.

Travel
We make a small charge to cover our travelling expenses. As 
I tend to do a quantity of families in each area, this charge is 
normally shared by 2 or 3 families. See website for details.
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Sitting fee guide - at home sittings

Family with up to two children £495.00 
Family with up to four children £545.00 
All prices include VAT @ 17.5%

Want to pay a lot less?
Do a little of our work for us and we are happy to make 
it worth your while. Persuade two local friends to have an 
“at home” sitting on the same day as yours and we will 
discount your sitting by up to £178.00. Keep it all yourself 
or share it out, its up to you!!



studio sittings
Our studios are designed for the myriad of jobs a portrait photographer 
is required to undertake. Our studio sittings cater for all age groups and 
break down into two main categories.

Traditional sittings, often in black & white, are ideal for those who 
want timeless, traditional studio portraits of the highest calibre. See the 
black & whites on the pages 10-11.

Contemporary sittings are full of bright colours, un-posed action shots 
and are best suited to families with young children. The results offer a 
totally clean and contemporary theme and should be framed in a similar 
fashion. See colour photos pages 8-9.  Beware of photographers offering 
“free” sitting vouchers that end up costing a small fortune!!
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Sitting fee explained
Our sitting fee is the same for both traditional and 
contemporary studio sittings and is worked out on the 
number of people to be photographed individually.

(A traditional studio sitting is also available at your own 
home. “At home” fees apply, see page 6/7).

Sittings take between 1 and 2½ hours depending 
on numbers involved and produce 20 shots of each 
individual and 20-30 shots of various groupings. 

The fee includes an 8x6” mounted and signed 
photograph of each individual sitter.

There are masses of modern and interesting products 
available from the results of a studio sitting. See pages  
16 to 20.

Bookings
To make a booking for a studio sitting, call the office and 
we will fit you in on a date that suits you. Advice on what 
to bring, clothing and how to prepare, will be given at 
this time. 

Framing
We have a vast range of contemporary frames and will be 
delighted to help you choose and design the effect you 
are after.
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Sitting fee guide - studio sittings

Family with up to two children £455.00 
Family with up to four children £495.00 
All prices include VAT @ 17.5%



weddings
Our approach is modern, quick and fun and we ensure you get masses for your 
money. You will also have that comforting sense of security that comes with 
employing a firm with well over 800 weddings under their belts.

The weddings displayed here are traditional in style but we are totally flexible and 
easily adapt our style to suit the requirements of each individual Bride. So if it’s 
black & white reportage, editorial or informal traditional you require, just ask.

Have a look at the wedding galleries on our website and you will get a much 
better idea as to the photos we take. You will also find full details concerning, 
packages, album and disc options.

Don’t forget if you want to call the shots, tell us exactly what you want and we 
will quote.

What we offer you  
for your money

We offer three flexible packages which 
cover all types of wedding. Prices start at 
£1550.00 inclusive VAT. Each package has 
an all in price which can be altered to suit 
your exact requirements. 

All wedding packages include  
the following:- 

•  All the photographs taken are displayed on 
our website to enable your guests to view 
and order online. For a sample, log on to 
our website, click photos online followed 
by wedding photos and then enter sample 
for both user name and password.

•  You will receive the following amount of  
free prints for your album in a mixture of         
sizes. Package (a) 120, (b) 185 (c) 285. All 
selected by you from a very much larger 
choice of photos displayed on the internet. 

•  Five Album options at very reduced 
prices. These options include stipulated 
amounts of photographs in a mixture of 
sizes displayed in a Locketts Album of 
your choice, with the Bride and Grooms 
name embossed on the front cover.

•  The option to purchase low and high 
resolution images on disc containing  
all photos taken.

•  A discounted studio or “at home” sitting  
for an Engagement Sitting. See website.

dances, parties  
and christenings
Our bread and butter and no one 
does them better. We have a price list 
for every occasion and will tailor our 
coverage and price to suit your pocket 
and requirements. Give us a call and 
talk it through. Let us know what you 
want to spend.

21st parties, cheap and cheerful, no 
frills coverage by young photographer. 
Just a disc and some 6x4 prints. Call 
Tom Greenly on 01488 685256.

To see more wedding photos visit 
www.richardgreenlyphoto.co.uk
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school photography
We entered the school photography arena some 9 years ago because we 
were convinced that it was possible to produce something other than the 
stereotype, mass produced head and shoulders photograph that has become 
associated with the words “school photograph”. As parents we tend to keep 
them, not because we want them, but because we feel we should! 

Our product is rather special and exclusive. 
It is based on giving you as much choice as 
possible and on pure quality. Our scheme 
is voluntary, with a small sitting fee and 
produces up to 15 different proofs in black  
and white or colour. 

This year I will be visiting Eton College, 
Harrow, Cothill House, Downe House, 
Heathfield and Chandlings Manor.  If you 
have not yet received a booking form please 
make contact.

Any parent or school who is interested in 
hearing more about this scheme should visit  
our website or contact Richard Greenly.

Uniform 
I always enjoy 
photographing those 
in uniform. Soldiers 
and High Sheriffs are 
staple fair. I am happy to 
organise discount days 
at a Regimental Officer’s 
mess or organise days for 
individuals either in the 
studio or at the sitter’s 
home or barracks.
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putting you in 
the picture
From the results of any sitting we can produce a vast range of different and 
interesting products. Over the next few pages we illustrate and describe many  
of them. Please visit our website as you will find many more. 

All photographs are printed by us, by hand, in our own laboratory, like most very 
well made products this takes time so please be patient. You are buying a quality 
product which will last a very long time and give you pleasure for years to come.

Our photographs can be ordered with or 
without mount. The standard mount is 
1¼ inch wide and ivory in colour. Many 
other colours are available on request. The 
mounting is permanent and recommended 
as it keeps the photo safe, shows it off to 
the best effect and stops it sticking to the 
glass when framed.

We are happy to make prints of any size. 
The most popular sizes are listed below:- 

Print Size Mount No Mount Print Size Mount No Mount

6x4” £16.00 £14.00 10x12” £33.80 £31.80

7x5”   £22.30 £21.30 16x12” £57.90                £45.60

8x6”   £23.30                £22.30 20x16” £81.50 £65.60

9x6”   £24.30                £23.30 20x24” £95.30 £79.00

10x8” £25.30                £24.30 30x24” £139.00 £117.50

Duplicate packs 6x4” 7x5” 8x6” Mixed packs 6x4” 7x5” 8x6”

Pack of 6 prints £52.75 £102.00 £107.40 Pack of 6 prints £67.10 £115.50 £120.50

Pack of 12 prints £94.30          £191.50 £199.95 Pack of 12 prints £124.00          £217.00 £227.25

Duplicate means all the same print Mixed means a mixture of prints

Locketts
of Hungerford

Locketts is a frame and album company run by 
my wife and myself. Our products are sold by 
mail order through a catalogue, www.locketts.
co.uk  and a retail outlet here in Hungerford. 

We sell an enormous range of both traditional and 
contemporary frames and albums, many of which are 
made in our Hungerford workshops.

This on site business gives Richard Greenly Photography 
an advantage as we can cut out the middle man and supply 
a lot of your frames direct from the manufacturer.

We also run a bespoke framing workshop, so if we don’t 
have what you want in our catalogue or website, give us  
a call and we will make it for you in as little as 48 hours.

To get the catalogue call us on 01488 685256
or visit our website - www.locketts.co.uk

Our photograph-sizes and prices

Quantity discounts (Un-mounted prints)

Mounted photo

Don’t miss our  
annual clearance sale 
in Hungerford Town Hall this year.  
Sunday 28th November 2010. 
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products & services
Large laminates on board
Choose any of the photographs from your sitting and we 
can enlarge them  up to 30 x 24 inches. We then bond the 
photograph onto ½ inch board and laminate the whole 
thing with a translucent covering. Available with a black 
or natural edge and ready to hang. 

Ideal for kitchens, bathrooms, playrooms, pool houses, 
passages and conservatories. If they get dirty just take 
them down and wipe them clean. 

 

Montage prints
Designed to hang rather than stand, a montage is a 
selection of black & white or colour photos arranged 
and printed as one photograph on one sheet of 
photographic paper. Any size is possible, 20x16”  
and 20x24” being the most popular. 

Studio shots with a plain background produce the 
best results and you can choose as many photos as 
you wish. Odd numbers works best and the Montage 
is priced on the number of photos it contains and not 
the size. With montages BIG is beautiful.

The frame and display choice is enormous,  
see www.locketts.co.uk  

We will quote for every Cut Out before we make it. Prices here do NOT include the cost of scanning, printing or taking the photograph. 

Cutouts
Cut Outs can be made from colour, black  
& white and sepia photographs to almost  
any size to suit you. We can work from a 
print, digital file or negative supplied by  
you or from one of our own professionally 
taken photographs. 

A standard single cut out normally measures 
approximately 7 inches tall and stands on a 
black, oak base with a green baize bottom. 
Almost any subject will work, some examples 
are shown in the photograph below. Eton and 
Harrow boys in tails, children, horses, team 
photographs, and houses are all very popular. 
The prices below are a guide only and each 
Cut Out will be quoted for.

Chunkie
Works well in both traditional and contemporary settings.  
The “Chunkie is 2 inches thick and the photograph wraps 
right around the edge of the frame.

A black & white, colour or sepia photograph is given a  
canvas texture and then stretched over the box like frame.

It is available as follows:-

Canvas mounted prints
This is the traditional canvas mounted print and is available 
in black & white, colour or sepia. Designed to be framed. 

Available on real canvas on a stretcher (12mm thick) or as 
a canvas effect on a 5mm backboard.  In our opinion the 
canvas effect is a better product than the real canvas one. 
Odd but true!!

8x6” 10x8” 12x10” 16x12” 20x16” 20x24” 30x20” 30x24”

£51.50 £56.75 £66.00 £91.50 £112.25 £122.60 £154.50 £175.50

5 Photo Montage £180.50                9 Photo Montage £281.00          13 Photo Montage £390.00

7 Photo Montage £253.00          11 Photo Montage £330.00 15 Photo Montage £452.00

Single figure 2 Figures Horse & rider Two horses Team photo House

£65.00 £70.00 £80.00 £85.00 £80.00 £90.00

20x16”       20x20”         24x20”    24x24” 30x20”        30x24”           30x30”            40x30”            

£204.00                £251.00              £251.00             £264.00  £277.00                 £299.00 £315.00 £390.00    

8x10” 12x10” 16x12” 20x16” 24x20”  30x20” 30x24”           

True Canvas 131.00 148.05 £168.00 £213.00 £279.00 £297.50 £337.00         

Canvas Effect 60.00 75.00 £115.00 £145.00 £154.00        £191.00 £212.00         
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restoration, copying & cleaning
Clean contacts sheets
You can cut our contact sheets up and 
use them in our Mini Multiple frames. 
(Locketts catalogue page 22 or www.locketts.
co.uk.) Clean contacts have no numbers or 
photographer’s markings on. £15 per sheet. 

Mug shots
There is often a requirement for passport sized photos for 
the myriad of forms we are required to complete. UCAS 
forms and driving licenses etc. We can make passport sized 
photos from many of the photos we take during a normal 
sitting. These are not suitable for use in passports.

Old Photographs -  
Restoration and Copying
Even I am amazed at what we can now do with old, 
damaged and decaying photographs. We all have old family 
photographs that are past their best. Go through them 
now and give them a new lease of life so your children and 
grandchildren can enjoy them and in turn pass them on. 
Simple copies start from as little as £13.25.

Copying - Oils, Water  
Colours and Pastels
Digital technology allows us to make near perfect copies of oil 
paintings, water colours and pastels. We can reproduce them 
on a multitude of art papers and canvasses to best suit the 
original. This is a great way of sharing things with the rest of 
the family.

Slide copying
Colour slides, cine film and negatives can easily and cheaply 
be transferred to DVD or CD. This is a great way of saving 
them from degradation and it is also enormous fun to view 
the results on television and computer screens. Slide copying 
prices start from as little as 75p per slide.

Oil paintings - Surface cleaning
Time takes its toll on all oil paintings and once in a while 
you should remove the grime that accumulates on the 
surface of a painting. This relatively simple surface cleaning 
should not be confused with restoration. A 20x24˝ oil can be 
cleaned for as little as £75.00.

Copy whole photograph albums
New Albums from old and another hundred years of life  
for some valuable family heirlooms. We can copy and reprint 
the entire contents of old and decaying albums and fix them 
all into new books. 

Quantity Photos 20 30 40 60 80 100

(A) Scan & design £90.00           £112.50    £138.50           £173.50       £205.50      £239.50

Collage size 8x6”          10x8”       12x10”       16x12”      20x16”        20x24”

(B) Print cost £10.85 £13.65 £18.55 £26.00 £36.85 £47.25

Pack of 5 Pack of 10 Pack of 15 Pack of 20

£18.00 £23.20 £28.35 £33.50

New technology has made it possible for us to repair, copy, alter and reprint 
almost any form of artwork. Old photos, pastels, watercolours and oils are  
our specialty. We will quote for all work submitted before we commence.

after

before

Collage presentations
The kitchen collage is fiddly and time consuming 
to make. Send us your photos and we will design 
and make the collage for you in the digital format 
(A below). It can then be printed as one photo 
at any size at a fraction the cost of the original 
(B below). It can be framed, made as a large 
laminate, a canvas print, or put on magnetic 
board for the fridge. 

Alternatively you can make your own and send  
it to us to digitize for £32.50. You can then order 
prints at any size. (B below) 
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tour dates photography  
courses

Remaining Courses 2010
Adult Advanced courses 27th and 28th April 2010.  
Teenagers Basic course  13th July 2010  
   (Adults also welcome)

Courses for 2011

Basic course
January 19th, 20th, 25th and 26th.  This one day course is 
for beginners with a 35mm SLR, digital or film. It will teach 
you how your camera works and how to use it to get the  
best effect for you. At the end of the day you will 
understand your camera and it’s capabilities.

Basic course tailored for teenagers

July 12th.  Exactly as in the basic course above.  Adults are 
more than welcome & indeed encouraged to attend.

Advanced course
May 3rd and 4th.   This one day course is for those who 
have attended the Basic course and those of you who know 
how to operate your cameras in the manual mode. The day 
is spent outside, learning how to take photographs you never 
thought were possible before you attended the course.

Attendance on our courses goes from strength 
to strength. Full details can be obtained from 
our website or send for an information sheet.

My tour dates this year for “at home sittings” both in the UK and USA are shown below.

bespoke courses 
Individual, bespoke courses  
are available on a full or half 
day basis. Call Richard on 
01488 685256 For details

FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

19. Studio
20. Local
21.  London
22.  Oxfordshire
24.  Eton College
25.  Local
26.  Hampshire
27.  Studio

3.   Studio
4.  Hampshire
5.  Eton College
6.  Local
9.  Harrow
10.  Studio
11.  Harrow
12.  Eton College
15.  Local
18.  Studio
23.  Hampshire/Surrey
24.  Berkshire
25.  London
26.  Studio

6.  Gloucestershire
7.   Studio
8.   London
9.    Hants/Surrey
12   Oxon
13.  London
14.  Berks/Hants    
15.  Studio
16.  Local
19.  Hants/Wilts
20.  London
21.  Bucks/Berks
22.  Local
23.   Studio
26    Studio
27.   Photo Course
28.   Photo Course
30.   Eton College

3.   Harrow
4.   Downe House
5.   Photo Workshop
     (Landscape Photography)

6.   Photo Workshop
      (Portrait Photography)

7.   Eton College
10.  Downe House
11.  Eton College
12   Local
13.  Eton College
14.  Eton College
17.   Local
18.   Chandlings Manor
19.   Harrow 
20.   Eton College
21.   Eton College
24   Hampshire
25.  Oxon/Glos
26.  Studio
27.  Eton College
28.  Eton College

JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

1.   Studio
2.  London
3.   Wiltshire
4.   Surrey
7.    Local
8.   Studio   
9.   London 
15.  Cothill House
16.  Cothill House
17. Gloucestershire
18.  Eton College
21.  Berkshire
22.  Surrey/Hampshire
24.  Local
25.  Oxfordshire
28.  Studio
29.  Wiltshire
30.  Local 

1.    London
2.   Local
5.    Studio
6.  Oxon
7.   Berks/Hants
8.   Surrey
9.   London
12.  Studio
13.  Photo Course Teenagers
14.  Local
15.  London
16.  Bucks/Beds
19.  Local
20.  Wiltshire    
21.  Dorset/Somerset
22.  Devon/Cornwall    
23.  Cornwall
26. Herts/Bed
27   Oxon/Northants
28.  East Anglia
29.  East Anglia
30.  Lincs/Leics

2.  Isle of Wight
3.  Isle of  Wight
4.  Surrey
5.  Sussex/Kent
6.  Sussex /Kent
9.  Cheshire
10.  Lancs/Cumbria
11.  Dumfries
12.  The Lothian’s
13.  Edinburgh         
14.  Perthshire/Fife
22.  Inverness/Moray
23.  Borders/Dumfries
24.  Yorkshire
25.  Yorkshire
26.  Derbyshire
27.  Local
31.  Glos/Oxon

1.  Surrey/Hants
2.   Local
3.  London
6.  Bucks
7.  Hants/Berks
8.  London
9.   Studio
13.  Local
14.  Wilts/Hants
16-27.  USA - New York 

Connecticut,  
Long Island New 
Jersey

29.  Berkshire
30.  London

Save up to £178.00. When planning a sitting, see 
who else close by would like one on the same day. 
Book yourself and one other family and get a £99.00 
reduction on your sitting fee. Get a third family and 
the reduction on your sitting fee is £178.00.  Keep it 
all yourself or share it out, its up to you. You’ve done 
the work, so keep it !!!!

OR

Book a 3 family day within 150 miles of Hungerford 
and unless I am on tour you can choose your own date 
and get a £178.00 reduction on your sitting fee. Families 
should be no more than 25 miles apart.  

If you would like a sitting this year, PLEASE ACT NOW.  
If your area is not given or the dates don’t suit, don’t worry, 
give us a call anyway as the areas given can only be a 
guideline and my itinerary is constantly changing to 
meet the main areas of demand.  We always try very 
hard to fit everyone in somehow.

The word LOCAL below refers to the Southern and 
Home Counties. If you live in any of these counties 
give us a call and we will select a date that suits you 
best. Where no date is mentioned below, it means that 
these days are still open to offer and I will go where the 
demand is the greatest.
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